Abstract: Extensions to mechanical feature-based design and design for manufacturability are presented that adopt the increasingly recognized multiagent paradigm. This approach uses autonomous agents to implement each form feature inside the model being created, thus leading to the creation of a new type of active product model. Designers add new features to their designs by populating a living community of agents that construct the model, therefore creating an active product program as opposed to the traditional passive product data.
INTRODUCTION
In a typical computer aided design (CAD) environment, the design progresses through a design±analysis± redesign loop. The analysis performed in this loop might be a functional analysis or a stress analysis, for example. Although the ever-increasing computing power available to the designer allows the inclusion of ever more knowledge inside that loop, it remains a human-driven loop. The computer performs complex tests on the design and provides the designer with high-level results. The designer uses these results and experience to modify the design before resubmitting it to the computer. A natural progression is to replace, where possible, the weak human element of this loop, where human weakness is de®ned only in terms of speed and availability, rather than in terms of adaptability or quality of design.
The design analysis of interest here is manufacturability analysis. In the context of increasing global competition, it is of crucial importance to optimize time to market for manufactured products. Timely manufacturability analysis is an important tool to further this goal, a domain where computers can equal or better humans as manufacturability is strongly linked to the unambiguous geometric properties of the design and is so suited to automation.
The manufacturability of a design is the probability that it can be produced given a set of available machines, tools and processes. The manufacturability optimization considered here does not include the generation of detailed process plans or cost estimation. In fact, the presented work is located in a phase immediately prior to process planning. This approach is a novel way of optimizing the quality of the design before it is sent to the process planning system, avoiding the waste of resources involved in process planning unmanufacturable designs.
Delegation and trust
Agent-based computing is all about task delegation. As agents are able to take autonomous decisions, they are a powerful mechanism to deal with certain classes of problems. Their ability to schedule their own agenda within an application makes them ideal candidates to assist the human user in simple or repetitive tasks. Before delegating a task to an automated system, one has`to balance the risk that the agent will do something wrong with the trust that it will do it right' [3] . Applications can be found where autonomous agents can be trusted to perform tasks automatically on behalf of the user. Given current agent technology, these domains should possess a moderate level of complexity and the penalty endured in case of failure should be low.
Manufacturability optimization in feature-based design is a potential domain where autonomous agents can be trusted to assist users. An agent-driven system can be trusted to perform basic optimization tasks on a design such as proximity or access problems, leaving the designer to concentrate on functional issues of his or her work.
Features as agents
The approach presented in this paper applies software agent technology to the feature level within the featurebased CAD system. This radical move from traditional tried and tested architectures to an experimental agentbased architecture results in a new type of product model: a system where the designer creates a product model as an active community of agents rather than a passive data structure.
The feature level is chosen for`agentifying' as it best encapsulates the intrinsic manufacturing information. Lower level geometric entities such as points and edges contain little manufacturing information. The features implemented, such as holes, slots and pockets, have a simple correspondence to machining cycles on particular types of machines and so inherit the limitations of these machining cycles. Such feature agents maximize manufacturability through use of embedded knowledge of these limitations as well as template solutions to them.
Manufacturability of a component is largely determined through the geometric interaction between features in a design. Thin wall and tool accessibility problems arise from undesired geometric interactions inside the model. With feature agents, knowledge of required interaction states is embedded at a local (feature) level along with strategies to reach these desired con®gurations. This results in an active product model that is capable of ensuring manufacturability through a global (component level) emergent behaviour. 
Feature recognition
The technique of feature recognition aims to extract individual form or machining features from a geometric representation of a component [4±6] . Indirectly it solves many manufacturability problems. Automatic recognition is usually very ecient for isolated features. However, there are limitations, particularly the diculty in appropriately recognizing intersecting features. However, as new developments are made, the success rate of such systems improves, making them invaluable tools for process planning, reducing the manual work to recognition of only the most complex feature interactions.
Design by features
At the other end of the spectrum are`design by features' systems [4, 7±9] . In such an environment, the designer creates a component by adding entities picked from a given set of basic form features and by applying regular geometric transformation to these entities. This approach, although constraining to the designer, avoids the pitfalls of feature recognition. In particular, complex interactions between form features pose no special problems to such systems, as each feature is, by design, a stand-alone entity. The design constraints so imposed help to ensure the manufacturability of the components created. Indeed, the supported features are usually linked to known machining operations or groups of operations on known machines. The geometric transforms are also selected to be compatible with these machining procedures. Thus, even before the design is started, each feature can be individually process planned and the only limitation on the manufacturability of a model comes from the geometric interactions between them. The downside is that all legacy designs must be recreated.
Manufacturability analysis
The automatic detection of potential manufacturing problems during the design stage can reduce time to market and save valuable resources by reducing tests on the shop¯oor to a minimum [10] . Indeed, a reliable design validation tool could guarantee that a design sent to production is not returned for design faults relating to the manufacturing process. Such`quality control' on the design produced could greatly reduce the test phase and allow the process experts to concentrate on the more pro®table process optimization phase.
Automating the manufacturability analysis is often taken as part of the general process planning activity.
Systems already exist that can assess a design, generate process plans and detect potential problems in a design. Such systems are surveyed in reference [11] . Although moderately successful, these systems remain limited in two important respects. The ®rst is in the type of geometric data they can process. Some will only accept purely 2 1 2 -dimensional geometry, others deal only with turning pro®les. These geometric limitations do not seem to be a major handicap now as it is usually economically more viable to restrict the manufacture of a mechanical part to the minimum number of processes. The second major limitation of existing systems is their lack of initiative and solving capabilities. Some work has been done toward automatic generation of redesign suggestions [12, 13] but detection of problems is as far as most systems will go. Although such early detection is valuable, a tool that could solve a proportion of the manufacturability problems on behalf of the designer would be very bene®cial.
Agents in manufacturing
The application of software agents in the manufacturing context is a ®eld of active research and development [14] . The majority of applications of multiagent technology in engineering design and manufacturing focus on enterprise integration or manufacturing planning, scheduling and control. These systems chie¯y use coarse-grained agents as autonomous communicative entities encapsulating or replacing existing systems. These agents provide communication and knowledge-sharing abilities to allow automatic data exchange between dierent design and production stages.
The GNOSIS research programme [15] proposes a ®ne-grained approach that associates design features with autonomous agents. These feature agents initiate dialogue with other agents (machine tools, stock manager, etc.) in order to achieve greater concurrency in the product creation process.
DESIGN FEATURES
The feature-based system presented is in the`design by feature' category. It utilizes a restricted set of form features to demonstrate the potential of feature agents. These form features are subdivided into two categories. Positive features represent matter (the stock) while negative features de®ne material removal (through machining). Figure 1 shows the features used in the system and their speci®c geometric parameters.
Blocks and cylinders are the two positive features available and are used as a base for all component designs. Holes, slots and pockets are the three negative primitives that the designer can use to`shape' a component. The position of a feature's origin, its orientation and a speci®c number of dimensions de®ne the feature. Other attributes such as dimensional tolerances and surface ®nish can also be added for process planning, although they do not aect the nominal geometry or the geometric reasoning performed.
In order to reduce the complexity of the geometric algorithms in the prototype implementation, the modelling capabilities of the system are limited to strictly 2 1 2 -dimensional components. That is, the object can be machined on a three-axis mill with the restriction that the feed axis (the 1 2 dimension, usually z) is never used simultaneously with the other two.
MANUFACTURABILITY CRITERIA
Although examination of problems in typical components and a review of a number of manufacturability analysis systems have revealed many manufacturability criteria, the system described here implements four basic criteria relative to the milling and drilling process of prismatic components:
1. Presence. Presence in the ®nished part requires that each feature should contribute to at least one surface of the ®nished part boundaries. This could also be called the geometric`usefulness' of a feature. 2. Proximity. The close proximity of two features, one at least being negative, can generate thin walls of material that may be unable to withstand the stress of the cutting process. Such potential ruptures have grave consequences for the production process, requiring scrapping of both part and tooling. 3. Collision. Collisions are geometric con®gurations of design features that are either physically impossible (intersection of positive features) or could prevent machining of the part. 4. Access. In order to be machined, a negative feature has to be accessible to a cutting tool. Access can be obtained either directly when the feature emerges to space (with appropriate orientation) or indirectly through another accessible feature. Access is of paramount importance and used to detect and resolve a large number of unmanufacturable designs.
These four basic criteria are inspired by the feature validation rules of reference [16] . Although providing an incomplete view on manufacturability, they permit the detection of a signi®cant proportion of manufacturability problems. They can prevent the submission to the process planner of designs that are clearly not machinable or suboptimal in design. The work on feature interaction by Bidarra et al. [17] suggests that other useful criteria could be added to the system. For example, Bidarra et al. describe the splitting of the workpiece during the machining of a feature. This criterion could be used by feature agents for autonomous detection and solving.
6 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND OPERATION
Communication language
The Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (KQML) developed at the University of Maryland [18, 19] is a layered language, oering complete separation between communication data and message content. The domain of interest can be de®ned inside the content layer, allowing heterogeneous applications to communicate meaningfully. For these reasons and the simplicity of parsing and generating KQML, it is fast becoming a de facto standard in the agent community. The system uses a subset of KQML as the shared language between agents.
System activity through communication
Peer-to-peer communication inside the agent community is the source of all activity within the component. Two basic mechanisms are responsible for keeping the agent community alive and responsive at all times. Firstly, whenever the internal geometry of a feature is modi®ed (including creation and destruction), by the user or by itself, a feature agent automatically broadcasts a noti®cation message to all other agents in the system. This re¯ex propagates any geometrical change to the entire system, ensuring that all agents have up-to-date information at all times.
Secondly, on reception of such a noti®cation message, a feature agent systematically analyses the new geometry against itself and applies its embedded knowledge to detect and solve potential manufacturing problems. If a problem is detected during analysis that requires the feature to modify its own geometry, it will in turn broadcast this change to the rest of the agent community.
Thus, the activity of the system is maintained by the autonomous¯ow of geometric data between agents in the system. Propagation of changes through message broadcasting allows the system to respond immediately to any changes made by the user. Moreover, it allows a dormant system (in a stable mode) to awaken automatically in response to geometrical modi®cations.
BDI approach
Among the various agent architectures available, the BDI (beliefs±desires±intentions) scheme was chosen for the feature agents as it is most suited to support the set of criteria (desires) that represent a feature's manufacturability. The BDI architecture provides a mental state for each agent [20±22] . These mental states are separated into distinct categories:
1. A belief database. This contains all the knowledge the agent accumulates during its life. The agent dynamically updates it to re¯ect as closely as possible the current situation of the agent in its environment. Some of these beliefs will be provided initially but most of them will be collected and revised by the agent during the course of its life. Agents generate two types of beliefs. Global beliefs re¯ect the manufacturability of the feature relative to its entire environment. They are implemented as counters: Combining all individual beliefs contained inside the agent produces the counters used as global beliefs. The rules used to generate them are the following:
Else AE(_PRESENCE)
PROXIMITY and COLLISION are simple counters. ACCESS and PRESENCE are more complex. Indeed a single _ACCESS_ALLOW is enough to cancel any number of _ACCESS_DENY. Similarly, a single _ABSENCE cancels any number of _PRESENCE. It should be noted that partial contributions (_ACCESS_PARTIAL_ALLOW, _ACCESS_PARTIAL_DENY and _ABSENCE_PARTIAL) are checked prior to the application of these rules. For example, if two partial accesses (_ACCESS_PARTIAL_ALLOW) combine to provide a full access route, AE(_ACCESS_ALLOW) is incremented to re¯ect the situation. 2. A desire database. This contains the set of facts that the agent`wants' to see realized. It represents a goal in life for the autonomous agent and is the driving force in the activity of the agent in the system. These desires can be dynamic and even dynamically modi®ed by the agent but, in the current implementation, static desires are set at agent creation. Desires de®ne acceptable values for beliefs from the manufacturing point of view. A positive feature representing a workpiece has the following desires: A plan (or action course) database. A database of potential action plans represents the`know-how' of the BDI agents. Plans are de®ned using a set of preconditions that are used to assess the applicability to a given situation and post-conditions representing the expected outcome of executing that plan. Plans are strongly linked to both desires and beliefs. Typically, a plan is chosen in order to realize the agent's desire and whose pre-conditions correspond to the current beliefs. The agent uses plans to generate intentions that lead to actions. Typically a plan is a solving routine dedicated to one manufacturability criterion that attempts to eliminate a desire±belief mismatch by modifying the feature's geometry or requesting another feature to modify its geometry. Several plans can exist for the same criterion that implement alternative solving strategies. For example, two strategies are implemented to solve access problems as shown in Fig. 5 (stages 4 and 5). One is to translate the feature along z to the closest feature providing access, which preserves the feature's relative depth (distance between entry face and bottom face). The second is also to increase the depth so as to preserve the feature's absolute depth (z value of the bottom face). Although generating dierent actions, both strategies ®rst perform a search of their surroundings for potential access routes. Known features are tested to ®nd the closest negative feature (or union of features) granting access. If such a negative feature is found, the feature moves up (z) to reach its bottom face. If not, the feature can still obtain access by modifying itself in order to emerge on the top face of the top-most positive feature currently denying access. Figure 2 illustrates the internal operation of a BDI agent. The BDI engine endlessly compares the local desires against current beliefs. If a mismatch is detected, the plan database is searched for a suitable course of action. The choice is made according to the plan's precondition (matching the current beliefs) and post-conditions (solving a belief±desire mismatch). Using this plan, intentions are generated and subsequently executed by the agent. Figure 3 shows the internal architecture of the feature agents. A KQML interface handles the complexity of communication between agents, including reception, ®ltering and posting of KQML messages. Received messages containing noti®cation of geometric changes are routed to the main analysis routine. This routine contains all the geometric knowledge of the agent and extracts useful local information from the geometry received. Local beliefs (individual and global) are updated to re¯ect any new situation that has arisen from the new data collected. Running in parallel with the analysis routine is the BDI engine that generates the agent's course of action. Whether the action performed is a geometric transformation of the feature itself or a request to another agent, it always results in messages being sent to the rest of the agents in the model. This message may only be a noti®cation of change in the geometry of the feature.
At all times, the BDI agent can receive data from its environment and analyse it to update its internal beliefs database. In parallel and autonomously, the BDI monitors changes in the belief database. When such changes occur, the engine compares the agent's desires with the current beliefs. If a mismatch is detected, the plan database is searched for a suitable set of actions. The BDI approach allows agents always to be in phase with their environment by strongly linking their action with the present situation. Figure 3 also shows the duality contained in each agent. One part of the agent is dedicated to geometric analysis while the other deals with generating behaviour. This separation is necessary to bene®t fully from the BDI architecture. Indeed, by separating these two activities, it is possible to ensure that geometric knowledge about the environment is always up to date and therefore to prevent courses of action being taken based on outdated beliefs.
Duality of agent activity

Geometric analysis
The main analysis routine of the feature agents analyses Fig. 2 Internal BDI operation Fig. 3 Internal agent architecture the geometric data received. It extracts useful information by comparing the agent's own geometry with that received. Properties such as intersection type, minimum distance or minimum angle are calculated and stored in the local belief database, so avoiding the repetition of identical tests. These stored beliefs are then used in the geometric analysis to update the static beliefs corresponding to the agent's desires (presence, access, collision and proximity).
Dynamic local beliefs in the agent's database are classi®ed by feature to allow fast retrieval and updating. Speci®c beliefs about other feature agents are combined into global beliefs that give an overview of the type of interrelationship. These beliefs are stored along with a reference to the agent concerned. This storage scheme permits a two-way retrieval of beliefs and agents concerned.
Behaviour generation
The behaviour generation takes place inside the BDI engine and runs in parallel with the geometric analysis. The results of this analysis determine whether and how it should act.
The BDI engine probes the belief database at regular intervals and checks for any mismatch between the agent's desires and the current beliefs. If one or more mismatches are detected, a plan that ®ts the current situation is applied to try to resolve the existing manufacturing problem. If no suitable plan can be found in the current situation, the BDI engine is put in standby mode until the geometric agent collects new data. This prevents the plan database from being searched repeatedly in a situation where no suitable plan exists.
A local belief update is enforced after any local geometric change resulting from the application of a plan. A broadcast of the new geometric parameters of the feature is also performed to permit the change to propagate throughout the model.
SERVICE AGENTS
Feature agents are lightweight computing entities that possess only simple analytic power. Their strength comes from their ability to organize into a community. However, various tasks related to design or CAD system operation need to be performed that are not supported by feature agents. These tasks are performed by service agents. Service agents are middleweight or even heavyweight computing entities that provide highlevel services to the community of feature agents.
Services such as screen display, interagent constraint management, interagent communication management or even ®nite element analysis are service agents that enrich system functionality.
EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION
An experimental implementation of the principles described has been successfully completed. Two limitations can be noted right away. The system remains comparatively limited in its geometric modelling capabilities and perhaps has too much trust in the ability of the features agents to modify the design. However, it demonstrates the validity of the concepts and oers a glimpse of the potential application of feature agents as a powerful tool to aid mechanical design.
Swarm agents
The multiagent engine used in the prototype implementation is the Swarm [23] engine developed at Santa Fe Institute. Swarm's target audience is the arti®cial life community and is thereby more adapted for simulation runs than powering a dynamic CAD application. However, it is both powerful and¯exible enough to accommodate the approach described in this paper.
Self-scheduling
The main obstacle to the use of Swarm to implement autonomous agents was the schedule-based nature of its multiagent mechanism. This was overcome by creating a new type of self-scheduling agent that controls the central schedule rather than relying on the Swarm clock mechanism.
Swarm simulates multiagent concurrent activity with a system of activity schedules. A schedule consists of a clock and a mechanism to plan and perform actions inside an agent community (a swarm) according to the value of the clock. Simple Swarm agents rely on ®xed periodic schedules allowing them to perform the same actions for each schedule period. A typical cycle of a schedule could be data collection, data analysis and action. This cycle is repeated at each schedule cycle for every agent in the system. It is an ecient approach to simulate concurrent activity in simple cases (although it can be resource consuming) and allows agents to use their initiative.
The creation of self-scheduling agents solved these limitations. That is, agents that can autonomously add or remove items in their schedule at runtime. The community of feature agents uses a non-periodic dynamic schedule to drive its activity. Each agent can access the community schedule, book available time slots and add items to it to perform its activity. This mode of operation scheduling is very similar to that used by most multitasking operating systems and gives the illusion of parallel processing.
Coupled agents
Previously, the dual activity (geometric and behavioural) taking place inside each feature agent was described. All DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURABILITY: A FEATURE-BASED AGENT-DRIVEN APPROACHthe dynamic beliefs about geometric data are stored inside the geometric agent while the static desires used for reference are kept inside the behaviour agent. This separation allows the geometric agent to work independently of the behaviour agent. A consequence of this modularity is that the behaviour generation of a feature can be switched on or o at runtime independently of the geometric analysis. This allows a feature to maintain upto-date beliefs even when behavioural responses are not required.
The geometric and the behaviour agents perform their autoscheduling in separate schedules, further increasing their separation. Swarm guarantees the synchronization of these two schedules, by transparently collapsing all subschedules into a single, system-level schedule at runtime.
Service agents
Some service agents have been implemented and added to the system to provide high-level functions not performed by the feature agents:
1. A display agent collects geometric data from the model, translates it into a suitable representation and sends it to a 3D package for on-screen visualization. 2. A constraint manager agent handles basic interfeature constraints such as concentricity, relative orientation and position. It is able to check changes in the model geometry against a dynamic list of constraints. When a constraint is violated, the agent can attempt to ®nd a solution and realize it by sending requests to feature agents. 3. An activity monitor agent keeps an eye on the global activity of the system, detects livelock situations and halts all activity when they occur. Figure 4 illustrates the global architecture of the prototype system. As is common in a Swarm application, the system's activity is supported by two separate swarms.
Global architecture
The model swarm contains all feature and service agents that create the dynamic product model. It also Fig. 4 Global system architecture holds a KQML facilitator, which behaves as a central post-oce for KQML messaging, and a user agent, which is an empty agent shell allowing the designer to emit requests to features in the same manner as another agent. The observer swarm exists to interface the model with the outside world (user and other applications). In particular, it handles the creation of new features and their introduction to the model swarm.
Results and analysis
An experimental implementation of the feature-based, agent-driven design system has been realized. This working system uses the Swarm libraries to power the agents and allows creation of 2 1 2 -dimensional components using a set of ®ve design features. The core of the system is coded in ObjectiveC using the Swarm libraries but a Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) link to the ACIS 3D Toolkit [24] is implemented to provide visual feedback to the designer. The ACIS toolkit can also be used to export the obtained designs as pure 3D geometry.
The resulting system oers a demonstration of the use of autonomous agents in a feature-based system. The multiagent system oers autonomous real-time analysis of the design and can even perform geometric corrections on behalf of the user.
Important characteristics of the multiagent system are described in more detail before discussing the approach advantages and shortcomings.
Global emergent behaviour
The experimental implementation of the system demonstrates the principle of emergent behaviour in a multiagent structure. All the interactions within the system are modelled at agent level. The only code written at the application level is to initialize the Swarm multiagent engine.
Despite the absence of any top-level code for synchronization or organization, the system behaves in an ordered fashion throughout the ensuing agent interactions. For example, no global (application level) processing is necessary to propagate geometric changes throughout the model. Instead, each agent is responsible for propagating local changes to the rest of the community. Similarly, the collection of geometric data is performed locally by each feature without global intervention. Figure 5 shows a simple bracket design that is used to illustrate the internal state of feature agents inside a component. Each feature agent inside the system maintains a local belief database (see Fig. 3 ) re¯ecting its relationship with its environment. Beliefs are divided into two categories, individual and global. Consider the features`counter hole left' and`hole left' of the bracket component. Their belief databases are given in Table 1 and Table 2 .
Design example
Notice that the feature`block' provides`counter hole left' with presence but also completely denies tool access to it. However,`slot left' provides a full access route. Globally`counter hole left' ful®ls all its desires (see Section 6.3) with a presence and access of 1 and no collision or proximity problems.
Like`counter hole left',`hole left' is denied tool access by`block'. However, it obtains a viable access route through`counter hole left', which allows it to ful®l its desires. Interestingly, it must be noted that`hole left' is only concerned about its local accessibility. That is to say, it does not check that`counter hole left' is also accessible before considering its ACCESS desire ful®lled. An implicit delegation of tasks exists between these features and it remains the responsibility of`counter hole left' to ensure its local accessibility. The bracket is a simple design intended for demonstration but the system scales well with more complex designs (see Fig. 6 ).
Self-correcting model
The emerging function of the active product model is to perform self-correction on the design in order to guarantee global manufacturability of the proposed design. These corrections occur autonomously without intervention of the user. Figure 7 shows cases of autonomous corrections of a model during a typical design session. For the sake of simplicity the model used in this design session is the bracket previously detailed and illustrated in Fig. 5 . Five signi®cant stages of the 2 1 2 -dimensional model are shown together with corresponding cross-sections. The central arrow illustrates the session's progression and summarizes the important actions taken by both designer and feature agents.
1. In stage 1, the session starts with a stable design (without the centre slot of Fig. 5 ). All the features are in à satis®ed' state, so system activity is minimal. 2. The user decides to add a centre slot as re¯ected in stage 2. The slot is created and immediately broadcasts its new geometry throughout the model. 3. With their local beliefs updated,`slot centre' and block' detect a proximity problem, as they cause a thin wall section at the edge of`block'.`Slot centre' applies a default avoidance strategy to solve the proximity problem. This results in the slot changing its position (as shown in stage 3) and the model reaching a new`satis®ed' state. 4. In order to save machining time, the user decides to try the design without the counter holes. The two 
features are deleted, triggering a noti®cation broadcast. Two access problems are now detected in stage 4. 5.`Hole left' and`hole right' apply alternative plans to solve their access problem and reach stable state 5. This dierence re¯ects preferences previously expressed by the user. On the one hand,`hole right' ensures its absolute depth by translating itself along z in order to obtain access through`slot right'. On the other hand,`hole left' guarantees an absolute bottom z value by changing its depth and position in order to gain access through`slot left'.
The designer decides at runtime on the extent and type of self-correction performed by the model. Agents can be constrained by switching o one or more of their individual manufacturability criteria. In addition, as demonstrated by`hole left' and`hole right' in this example, features can use dierent basic behaviours in order to suit the designer's needs. These preferred behaviours are accessible to the user at any time during a design session.
Unlike traditional CAD packages, when using the agent-driven feature-based system the user does not have to wait for a complete parametric update after each model correction. He can continue to modify a design as the agents perform their tasks.
Autonomy versus stability
The particular issue of model stability arises from the agent driven approach. Indeed, allowing features a high degree of autonomy inside the design can help self-correcting of the design but can also lead to a loss of partial designs. A balance between feature autonomy and design stability must be struck for the system to be of value.
Agents can be individually motivated by dierent manufacturability criteria. It is possible for the designer to enable and disable individual criteria at runtime. It is also possible to select dierent behaviours for each criterion as described in Fig. 7 (transition from stage 4 to stage 5). This allows the level of autonomy of individual agents to be altered dynamically within the active model. For instance, the designer can choose to disable all behaviours for parts of a design that are already satisfactory. This will freeze all the features involved in their current positions while allowing others to remain active and self-correcting. It is important to note that although the behaviours can be switched o, this is not true of the geometric analysis. This allows partially active models to work since even`disabled' agents can provide the geometric information needed for undertaking behaviours.
Con¯ict resolution
Con¯icts between feature agents might arise during the course of operation. It is important that such con¯icts be handled gracefully by the system. Two main problems can occur when such con¯icts arise:
1. A deadlock is a situation where two or more agents inside the system can no longer perform their task because they rely on unavailable results. Typically, agent A waits for agent B before performing a task. If agent B is itself relying on agent A's result, neither can function and the system is deadlocked. 2. A livelock is a related phenomenon identi®ed in multiagent systems. It occurs when an action performed by agents induces cascading cyclical responses from other agents in the system. Livelocks result from cyclical chains of events within the agent community. Such a chain of events leads the system to encounter the same problem endlessly as its attempts at a solution merely create a similar problem.
The system gracefully handles con¯icts. Provided that no classical programming deadlocks (in®nite loops, cross-locked memory access, etc.) exist within the agent's code, deadlocks can never arise, as a feature agent does not rely on any external data other than those volunteered by its peers, analysed and then stored in its local belief database. Thus, each feature agent in the system is completely independent from its peers' activity when action is taken despite relying on the data collected from the rest of the agent community. The value of the system therefore depends on the volunteering of geometric data between agents rather than on compliance with information requests. The ability to guarantee no interagent deadlocks is of critical importance as such a deadlock can completely and permanently halt the agents' activity and deactivate the entire model.
On the other hand, the avoidance of livelocks cannot be guaranteed within the current implementation. Indeed it is possible to ®nd particular geometric and behaviour (design criteria enabled or disabled) con®g-urations that could lead to livelocks. It is important to note, however, that, in the case of CAD, livelocks usually do not threaten the global utility of the system. It is always possible for the user to force a solution to a con¯ict and regain an operational model. However, the hyperactivity that results from livelocks can threaten the stability of the model by propagating unnecessary modi®cations to a stable part of a design. This motivated the addition of the activity monitor agent to the prototype. This service agent automatically detects 
Graceful degradation
Sometimes, feature agents can be confronted with problems that they cannot solve, that is to say, situations where the plan search does not yield any suitable course of action. In such a situation, the system should not lock itself or go into an activity overdrive. It should gracefully degrade and remain operational.
The current architecture allows for such graceful degradation. If a geometric con®guration arises where manufacturability is compromised but no suitable plan can be found, a feature agent does not perform any actions and does not send any broadcast noti®cation. Instead, it just returns to default activity, maintaining local beliefs and assessing manufacturability after each change in beliefs. This inactivity has two bene®cial side-eects. Firstly, because the BDI engine acts upon changes in beliefs, it prevents unnecessary failed searches of the plan database. Secondly, the graceful`inactivity' of one agent might give another involved a chance to solve the problem, increasing the¯exibility and adaptability of the system.
Computer-aided process planning (CAPP)
pre-processing
The multiagent community representing the model performs many geometric tests during the course of the design and stores the results inside each agent's local belief database. It is therefore able to provide much more information about the model than pure geometry by volunteering these partial results. In particular, each feature agent is able to provide useful data concerning local accessibility to a CAPP system. Indeed, local beliefs concerning indirect access (through one or more other features) can be easily expressed as precedence constraints in the machining sequence. The CAPP system usually determines these constraints and can therefore be simpli®ed and focus on other planning problems such as machine and tool selection and scheduling.
ADVANTAGES AND DRAWBACKS OF THE SYSTEM
The approach described in this paper demonstrates that a major transformation could be achieved in featurebased CAD packages by means of a multiagent implementation at feature level. Through autonomous agents it is possible to place a large part of the design activity inside the model itself. The active model created can be trusted to conduct manufacturability testing and optimization on behalf of the user and in real time. A self-correcting model is obtained by making individual design features partly responsible for their own geometry. It performs repetitive tasks, leaving the designer free to concentrate on more interesting aspects of the design as well as ensuring maximum manufacturability of the design. The described model activity remains under the ultimate control of the designer, who can choose between dierent agent behaviours or even disable individual activity all together. The radical change towards an active product model also creates some new problems that need to be addressed. Deadlocks and livelocks are the two most obvious problems common to most multiagent systems and can be tackled using results from the multiagent research community in the area of coordination and negotiation [25, 26] . The problem of model stability that arises from the creation of an active product model was shown in Section 8.3.4 to be eciently addressed using¯exible behaviour management inside each feature agent but could bene®t from additional research work. Another important issue concerns model storage and loss of knowledge. Traditional ®le formats for mechanical parts (e.g. STEP, IGES) are not well suited for saving the living community that the product model has become. Using them to store the model results in substantial loss of knowledge. Indeed, both behavioural preferences and local beliefs held by feature agents would be lost if such geometry-oriented formats were used. Agent serialization (in the objectoriented programming sense) is an easy solution for storing models in ®les at the cost of data redundancy. Finally, it can be noted that the solutions oered by the system are partially dependent on the order of introduction of features into the model. Again,¯exible behaviour management can help to minimize the impact of this dependence by allowing`batch' introduction of disabled agents.
FUTURE WORK
Communication load within the system can become very heavy in large models. Indeed, with noti®cation broadcasts ®red after each geometrical change, the communication grows exponentially with the number of features. A new service agent is planned that will perform space partitioning in order to localize communication and thereby reduce the number of messages sent for each broadcast. Because feature agents perform on the basis of their knowledge of their immediate surroundings, partitioning will not aect their eciency in ensuring local manufacturability.
Livelocks remain a possibility in the system and, although they do not threaten the stability of the system, they can disturb the stability of the model being designed. It is clear that attempting to suppress livelocks explicitly through interagent negotiation would result in heavy complexity overhead. Instead, the activity monitor agent that detects potential livelocks provides a good compromise between simplicity and functionality. However, the activity monitoring can sometimes give false alarms in very active models and stopping the global activity remains a crude way of dealing with livelocks. A more subtle activity monitor is planned that would not freeze the entire model activity but just turn o speci®c manufacturing criteria of the features involved before prompting for the user's intervention.
It is evident that the system's potential modelling power could be greatly improved by providing more powerful interfeature geometric relationships (or constraints). These relationships could be used to oer a better degree of support for dimensions and tolerances inside the feature-based models [27] . They could also oer a framework for propagating changes through part assemblies.
Extending the concept of CAPP pre-processing, work is under way to link Edinburgh's agent-driven design system to a holonic manufacturing system developed at the University of Nancy [28] . This will demonstrate that a properly validated model can be transferred directly from the design environment into suitable manufacturing holons for production.
CONCLUSION
A prototype mechanical design-for-manufacturability system has been presented that uses autonomous agents to implement design features. This major change in the system architecture creates a new type of approach to the design process and the nature of the model produced. The traditional monolithic CAD application is no longer at the centre of the design phase. Instead, the product data model is transformed into a product program model. The model itself is now the source of activity in the system. The autonomous agents inhabiting the model continuously test themselves against a set of manufacturability criteria and modify themselves to comply. The combined localized eort of all the feature agents results in a global emergent behaviour, validating and ensuring part manufacturability.
Although lacking important engineering functionality, the experimental feature-based agent-driven system shows that properly motivated autonomous agents can be trusted to validate mechanical components and even to perform automatic corrections on behalf of the designer.
